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Documentation as part of curation in web archiving. 
From word documents to a service layer for users 
 
Being the national Danish web archive, the Netarchive crawls and archives millions of URL’s each year. The 
curators use the tool Netarchive Suite (NAS), a suitable tool for curating both huge (broad) crawls and 
selective crawls (ongoing selective crawls and event crawls). As to the selective crawls, URL’s from the 
selecteted domains are crawled with many different schedules and in different levels. How do we keep 
trace of all choices and decisions? The tool gives the possibility for annotations of the crawls, but there is 
not enough space for the documentation of our rather differentiated informations: Why do we crawl URL’s 
from a given domain, but not form another one? We have established, a workflow for the selective crawls, 
the URL’s to crawl and how to crawl them. This rather complex information is not only relevant for the 
curators to keep trace of a certain domain in the crawl workflow but it is definitely essential for users. The 
first documentation of selective crawl history was represented by Word documents in a folder system 
exemplifying  the workflow. A big improvement was the migration of the documentation from the folder 
system to a “Media wiki”. But the “Media wiki” is an about 10 years old tool  and, as the documentation 
was increasing, the challenge of keeping the documentation well structured was growing. The curators 
decided the migration to a new, more sophisticated platform, atlassian.com. We use both 
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira for the selective crawl workflow and backlogs and the wiki 
https://www.atlassian.com/software/confluence for supplementary internal and external documention. It 
was essential for the choice, that we had the possibility to develop a service layer for our users. This service 
layer picks informations addressed to users and makes them accessible simoultanously with the wayback 
access to the archive. 
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